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Data mining, machine learning, and 
uncertainty reasoning

林偉川
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Quest for natural laws
• Having powerful algorithms for concept 

formation is not enough
• Build a system which is capable not only of 

constructing new concepts, but also of describing 
their relations in terms of laws is more important
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Quest for natural laws
• Several reasons support activities in this field: 

1. Huge DBs from many scientific fields are 
available, waiting for someone to analyze them
2. Powerful techniques in machine learning and 
artificial intelligence have been developed so that 
one can hope for a kind of ‘intelligent’ analysis
3. If intelligent automatic analyzers are not 
constructed, the search into artificial discovery
may help to ellucidate some of the mysteries of 
human invention (inspiration, analogy, and 
abstraction)
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Ideal Gas Model
• Molecular Model for an Ideal Gas 

– http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/java/idealGas/idealGas.ht
ml

– http://hyperphysics.phy-
astr.gsu.edu/hbase/kinetic/idegasc.html#c1
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Quantitative Empirical Laws
• Quantitative empirical laws rediscover the 

ideal gas.  PV=8.32NT where P is pressure, V is 
volume, N is gas amount, and T is temperature

• BACON start by suggesting a series of 
experiments that will provide the measurement 
data
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Quantitative Empirical Laws
• The human operator carries them out and 

supplies the computer with the outcomes
• As enough data have been gathered, the system 

searches the space of mathematical functions
with the objective of finding an equation
consistent with the data

• One method of searching for the equation is to 
make one of the variables dependent while the 
others remain independent
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Ideal Gas Model
• Try to find out the relations between 

– total number of molecules N ---- volume V 
– the pressure of the system P--- volume V
– the velocity of the molecules v --- volume V

• An ideal gas can be characterized by three state variables: 
absolute pressure (P), volume (V), and absolute 
temperature (T). The ideal gas law : PV=nRT=NkT
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Ideal Gas Model
• The pressure that a gas exerts on the walls of 

its container is a consequence of the 
collisions of the gas molecules with the walls. 
In this model:
– The molecules obey Newton's law of motion. 
– The molecules move in all direction with equal 

probability. 
– There is no interactions between molecules (no 

collisions between molecules). 
– The molecules undergo elastic collisions with 

the walls.
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Quantitative Empirical Laws
• Let the system have a repertoire of typical 

law-forms such as

• The principle consists in selecting the best 
law-form and tuning the parameters a,b, …, 
with the objective of finding an equation 
that best describes the observed data
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BACON system policy
• Suppose the equation                              has been 

selected. At the beginning, the parameters a and b 
are initialized to the values 1, 0, and -1, so that 
the following combinations are considered as a 
set of initial states: [a=1, b=1], [a=1, b=0], [a=1, 
b=-1], [a=0, b=1], [a=0, b=0], etc. 

…

baxy 1 +=−

1xy 1 +=−
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Sample data for the BACON system
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BACON system policy
• Suppose the values in the above table have been 

measured. BACON will investigate them in the 
following steps:
1. Find a function describing V=f(P) for the 
triplets of examples assigned in the table to each 
of the three temperature T=10, T=20, and T=30
Suppose that                         with the following 
parameters provides the best fit:
T=10; a=0.000425; thus 
T=20; a=0.000410; thus 
T=30; a=0.000396; thus 

0.000425PV 1 =−

0.000410PV 1 =−

0.000396PV 1 =−

baPV 1 +=−
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BACON system policy
2. Since the parameter values depend on the 
temperature T, the next task is to find the 
function relating a to T. Again, the best fit is 
achieved by the form                         with the 
values of parameters, c and d, depending on N:   
N=1; c=8.32 and d=2271.4; thus
N=2; c=16.64 and d=4542.7; thus 
N=3; c=24.96 and d=6814.1; thus

dcTa 1 +=−

4.227132.8 +=− T1a
7.454264.16 +=− T1a
1.681496.24 +=− T1a
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BACON system policy
3. Find function relating c to N and d to N. The best 

fit is achieved by c=eN and d=fN, with e=8.32 
and f=2271.4. These parameters do not depend on any 
other variable

4. Substituting the equation into those equations 
found in the previous steps, the system obtains:         

and this last 
expression can easily be transformed into:

which is the standard form of the ideal gas law

PNNT 1)4.227132.8( −− +=1V

NNT 4.227132.8 +=PV )273(32.8 += TNPV

1)4.227132.8( −+= NNTa
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Conclusion of BACON system
• The essence of BACON is to apply common 

search principles in the quest for an ideal form 
of quantitative law, rather than just find the 
best fitting parameters traditional 
regression technique
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How to cope with vastness of the search space
• Machine learning is that the space of all possible 

descriptions is often so large that the search has to 
rely on heuristics, or becomes computationally 
intractable

• The danger of converging to local maxima of 
evaluation functions is in large spaces more 
serious

• 2 techniques to attack this problem: the use of 
analogy and the idea of storing the original 
examples instead of their generalized descriptions
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Analogy providing search heuristics
• To find proper analogies is one of the secrets of 

intelligence. Much work has been devoted to 
analogy-based reasoning

• The general framework of analogy S stands for 
source, SC for source concept, T for target, TC 
for target concept

• The task is to derive TC from T in a way that is 
analogous to the way SC was derived from the S

• Thus, having target, the learner must find a 
proper source
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General scheme of analogy

T TC

S SC
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Reasoning-by-Analogy Algorithm
1. Recognition. Given a target concept, find in the 

background theory a source S that is ‘similar’ to T. The 
similarity can be measured by syntactic distance, by the 
existence of common generalization of a pair of 
unifying substitutions, or by some hint supplied by the 
user

2. Elaboration. Find SC, together with the inference chain
leading to it from S. Note that, for each S, a 

collection of SC’s usually exist
3. Evaluation. Among the SC’s, find the one that best 

satisfies given criteria

sa
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Reasoning-by-Analogy Algorithm
4. Apply to T an inference chain         ‘similar’ to           , 

thus obtaining TC. Access the utility of TC
5. If necessary, repeat iteratively steps 1 – 4 to find S, 

Sc,             , and          that yield the most promising 
(useful) TC

6. Consolidation. Include TC together with the inference 
chain            into the background theory

Ta sa

Tasa

Ta
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Conclusion of using analogy
• The framework is too general, reasonable 

constraints are usually needed
• The source S can be explicitly supplied by the 

user telling the system what to do is analogous to 
other existed application

• The other possibility is that the user takes over the 
evaluation process and selects a proper SC for the 
source that has been suggested by the system
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Instance-based learning
• The only reason for learning is the need to 

identify further examples, the learner can 
adopt an alternative policy instead of 
description, store typical examples

• This can preclude many troubles potentially 
entailed by the search through a 
prohibitively large space of generalization
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Instance-based learning
• IBL system can store selected examples

(described by attributes values) and use them 
according to “nearest-neighbor” principle the 
newly arrived example is assigned the class of the 
closest one among the stored examples

• A simple formula to calculate the similarity
between the examples x and y is used (xi and yi
are the respective values of the i-th attribute)：
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Calculate the similarity
• where f is calculated by the following formula for numeric

/ symbolic and Boolean attributes

• 4 examples described by 2 numeric variables are depicted, 
together with the discrimination function separating the 
space of positive examples from the space of negative 
examples
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Positive/negative example defining the space
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IBL policy and algorithm
• The learner assumes the availability of a 

feedback that will immediately inform the learner
about the success or failure of each single 
classification attempt
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IBL policy and algorithm
• IBL algorithm involves the following steps：

1. Define the set of representatives containing the 
first example
2. Read a new example x
3. ∀y in the set of representatives, determine 
similarity(x,y)
4. Label x with the class of the closest example in 
the set of representatives
5. Find out from the feedback whether the 
classification was correct
6. Include x in the set of representatives, go to 2.
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Shortcomings of IBL
• 2 shortcomings degrade the utility of this 

elementary version: excessive storage 
requirements caused by the fact that all examples 
are stored; and sensitivity to noise
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Rectification of IBL
• The rectification consists of a selective storage of 

examples by a “wait-and-see” strategy that is 
summarized by the following principles:
1. Whenever a new instance has been classified, 
the ‘significance-score’ of each of the previous 
instances is updated and the instance is stored
2. Instances with good scores are used for 
classification; bad scores are deleted (noise)
3. Mediocre instances are retained as potential 
candidates and not used for classification
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IBL’s classification
• In the classification phase, the new arrival is 

assigned the class of the nearest good instance if a 
good instance existed. Otherwise, the new arrival 
is assigned the class of the nearest mediocre 
instance

• The system increments the score of those 
mediocre that are closer to the new arrival than 
the closest good instance. If no good instance is 
available, the system updates mediocres inside a 
randomly chosen hypersphere around the new 
arrival locality characteristics in the OS
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IBL’s classification
• A score is considered as good whenever the 

classification accuracy achieved by this instance 
is higher than the frequency of the example’s 
class

• The classification accuracy of class ⊕ is the 
percentage of correctly recognized positive 
example in the set of all examples
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Conclusion of IBL system
• Instance-based learning has been reported to 

achieve a significant recognition power in 
attribute-value domains, especially when the 
number of examples is large and the attributes 
describing them are properly chosen

• The robustness against noise is satisfactory
• The power of the system degrades if the 

descriptions of the examples contain irrelevant 
attributes and/or if the number of examples 
available to the learning procedure is small
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Homework
• Find another example of Instance based 

learning and described them as your report!!


